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Parsippany New Jersey 07054
201-316 7000
TELEX 136-482
Writer's Direct Dial Number:

July 8,1988

U.S. Nuclear Reaulatory Comission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Mail Station Pl-127
Washinaton, D.C. 20555

Genthmen:

Subj ect: Oyster Creek Nuclear Generatina Station (OCNGS)
Docket No. 50-219
Detailed Control Room Desian Review

Pursuant to our letter of Seotember 19, 1986, olease find attached a
descriotion and a orooosed schedule for the resolution of human enaineerina
discrecancies identified as a result of comoarina the control room with the
display and control requirements of the Emeraency Operatina Procedures
develoced from Revision 4 of the BWR Owner's Group Emeroency Procedure
Guidelines. Althouah a proposed schedule is orovided, pleate note that the
modifications are subject to the review methololoav described in the
Intearated Schedule Plan. If there are any questions, clrase contact M. W.
Laaaart at (2011316-7968.

Very truh yours, j

h fE. E. Fitz atrick
8807180329 880708 Vice President and Director i
PDR ADOCK 05000219

|P PNU GySter Creek

EEF/JDL/oa(6900f)

cc: Mr. William T. Russell, Administrater
Reaion I
U.S. Nuclear Reaulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
Kina of Prussia, PA. 19406

NRC Resident Insoector
Oyster Creek Nuclear Generatina Station
Forked River, N.J. 08731

[ 003Hr. Alex Dromerick
U.S. Nuclear Reaulatory Commission
Mail Station Pl-137 ;I
Washington, D.C. 20555

GPU Nuclear Corporaton is a subsidiary of General Publc Utitres Corporabon
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ATTACHMENT

OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
DEYAILED CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW

EMER6ENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES TASK ANALYSIS

A task analysis wac performed on the Emeraency Operating Procedures, based on
Revisions 2, 3 and 4 of Emeraency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs), as implemented4

at the Oyster Craek Nuclear Generatina Station. The objectives of this
analysis were to establish that the information and control requirements
necessary to implement the procedures (1) are identified in a complete and

,

unambiguous way, (?) are available to the operator, and (3) that the rances
and precision of the available instrumentation matches that required by the
procedures.

The symotom based Emeraency Goeratina Procedures derived from the BWROG EPGs
for 0CNGS were initially implemented in 1983. At that time detailed reviews
of the procedures, includina exte:isive walkthroughs, were conducted. The
latest revisions to the procedures were made in the fall of 1986. The
orincipal revisions involved major modifications of the Level Restoration,
Containment Floodina, Level / Power Control, and Primary Containment orocedures
and the addition of a Radioactivity Release Control procedure and a Secondary
Containment Control orocedure. The orimar.y emohasis of this task analysis was
on the modified and new orocedures. The reports and material from the prior
evaluations of the initial version of the procedures were used in performing
the task analyses for the oriainal orocedures where the procedures had not
been chanced apareciably.

The task analysis of the Emeraency Operatina Procedures involved the following
steos:

(1) Princioal Functions were identified. In this reaard, three types of

orincipal functions were defined:

- Tasks which require the operator to take action to control a plant
parameter to a specific value or rance or to change the status (e.g.,
initiate or shutdown a system) of a plant system or component.

- Conditional actions which require the operator to cease the current j
orocedure and take further action (involvina either carryina out a ;

task, branchina to other orocedures, or checking another conditional) :
based on the value of the carameter or the status of the system in
comparison with criteria stated as cart of the orocedures.'

Branches which redirect the operator to other orocedures or to other-

oarts of the same orocedures.
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(2) The information and control requirements were identified for.each
principal function. This-step included:

defining required decision and action functions;.-

identifying plant parameters involved in carrying out each function;-

establishing the precision and range with which the plant parameter (s)-

must be known to perform _each function, and;

. identifying controls required to perform each function.

-(3) For. each plant parameter and control, the~ location of the available
instrument (s) or control (s) to be used-by the operator to implement the-

. procedures was_ identified along with the precision and range of each
instrument.. In this regard the precision of each instrument (s) was
determined by the smallest unit to which the meter or recorder can b'e
read. in many cases, several instruments could be used by the operator
to establish or verify a plant parameter value. In those cases, the
instruments were crioritized by available precision'and range,
convenience of locations, and/or by operator' preference.

(4) Selected parts of the procedures were-verified by discussion with-
cognizant GPU Nuclear personnel and by walkthroughs at a simulator and in
the control room. Since this review is the second conducted of these
procedures, data obtained from the extensive walkthroughs conducted
during the first review were used where appropriate.

The Human Engineering Deficiencies (HEDs) that were found as a result of these
task analyses are summarized below along with the planned resolutions and
schedules for completion:

HED 1 Finding - The drywell hydrogen and oxygen recorder scales are different
for channels A and B and the scales for oxygen appear
non-linear.

Resolution - Provide new recorder scales which are clear and
accurate.

Schedule - New scales will be provided during the 12R outage.

HED 2 Finding - Recorder IA55 on Panel 8R is not operational and is used in
determining bulk drywell temperatures, and reference leg
temperatures for RPV level.

Resolution - Repair Recorder IA55.

Schedule - Completed February 1987.
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HED 3 Findino - CRD oumo flow meters do not read required rance of CRD flow
required by E0Ps. Presently read 0-100 aom; 0-150 com is
required.

,

Resolution - Rerance flow transmitters and indication to achieve 0-150
com ranae.

Schedule - Transmitters and flow meters will be reranced during the
13R outaae.

HED 4 Findina - Reactor Building differential pressure indicator is not
visible to operator to indicate an E0P entry condition, is not
alarmed, does not have correct rance for orocedure, and is
oresently out of service.

,

Resolution - Provide a orcoerly ranged instrument, and insta11' an
alarm to alert operator of exceedina E0P entry condition.

Schedule - Properly ranged instrument and alarm will be provided
during the 13R outaoe.

1

HED 5 Findina - The standby liquid control system tank level instrument is not
operational.

Resolution - Reoair instrument.

Schedule - Comoleted March 1988.
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